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Smoke control in buildings 



Smoke control in buildings 

 

We have learned over decates of years to protect people against smoke and 
heat in buildings. 

In fact that leackages of  buildings  are reduced to a minimum, some 
strategies, (described in part of 12101) have nearly the same result and effect 
in the building.  

 



Smoke extract 

natural smoke and heat exhaust ventilation 

Natural smoke ventilation works well at a combustion gas temperature below 
ceiling above 300°C)  

The difference in density produce a high lift effect. 

p= ρ x R x T 

Volume will increase reciprocally in proportion to the decreasing of density 

Good for Single-storey buildings and attics. 
 
 

powered smoke and heat exhaust ventilation 

Natural smoke ventilation works well at a combustion gas temperature below 
ceiling up to 300°C)  

 



Example for typical natural smoke and 
heat exhaust ventilation 



Versions of mechanical smoke extract 

1.  powered smoke and heat exhaust ventilators    
 (SHEVS systems for smoke and heat ventilation) 

2.  pressure differential systems 

3.  Smoke ventilation through displacement (piston flow) 



• CEN 12101-13 draft 2015-2-11 
• In this paper the pressurisation system will be treat as equivalent to a 
depressurisation system (SHEVS) 

• Negative pressure in the fire area by a extract. 
• „depressurization“ system 

• SHEVS 

• Pressurisation 

• fire 

• fire 

• Same  rules for both technics: Door opening force 100 N 
• velocity  0,75m/s  or 2 m/s 

• Positive  pressure in the room in front the fire by supply air. 
• „pressurization“ system 



Versions of mechanical smoke extract 

1.  powered smoke and heat exhaust ventilators  (SHEVS systems for smoke and heat ventilation) 

2.  pressure differential systems 

3.  Smoke ventilation through displacement (piston flow) 

This technique is a combination of extract (negative pressure) and creating 
positive pressure with Jets  



1.  SHEVS systems for smoke and heat ventilation 

advantages 

•  Flexible positioning  

•  limited openings in the building 

disadvantages 

•  Limited extract volume 

•  Perhaps ducted systems required 



Supply damper closed 

velocity supply air 



velocity supply air 

High velocity 



velocity supply air 

Low velocity 



Vertikale smoke extract 



Vertikale smoke extract 



Vertikale smoke extract 



2. Pressurisation systems (RDA) 

advantages 

•  Can be retrofitted in existing buildings 

•  Only standard temperature supply fans 

disadvantages 

•  Limited number of floors per plant 
 (without external supply duct) 

•  Experience required 

•  EN 12101-6 only describes system structure 



Escape stairs „classic style“ 
The simple way 



Escape stairs „classic style“ ?? 



Desing variation 

Pressure control by damper Pressure control by fan 



System details 

Staircase must be free of smoke 

•  pressur max. 50 Pa (100 N) 

•  Velocity 0,75 / 2,0 m/s  

•  3 seconds rule 

•  System must work automaticly 



Test 



3. Smoke ventilation through displacement 
(piston flow) 
 advantage 

•  Variable positioning 

•  Creating virtual smoke zones 

disadvantage 

•  Limited hight (2,30 / 6 mtr.) 

•  CFD required on complex systems 



Creating virtual smoke zones 



Virtual smoke zones 



• extract 

• supply 

• supply 

 
 
Virtual smoke zones 



• extract 

• supply 

• supply 

Virtual smoke zones 



Smoke test car par 
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